
 
 

Hindi As a Language of Medicine 
 By V.K. Raju 

(Vedic Sanskrit, Circa 2nd Millennium BCE – 600 BCE, the period after which it gave rise to middle Indo-
Aryam Languages) 
Hindi is a “Sanskritised register” of the Khariboli dilect. Like English, Hindi is very liberal in borrowing 
words from other sources. During the British Raj, (1757-1967) English gained a number of words from 
Hindi. Linguists refer to this as borrowing, but we are not likely to return any of this linguistic wealth. 
Some of these notable words are: Ganja, Bangles, Jaggernaut (from Tagannath), Thug, Loot and even 
Shampoo. Because of its flexible nature and ancient heritage derived from Sanskrit field too, Hindi has a 
great potential to be a medium of communication in the field of modern medicine.  
Let us observe the languages of medicine -- Sanskrit, Greek, Latin, English and Hindi too. An important, 
though often neglected, portion of medical scholarship is accurate history. Although a lack of knowledge of 
the Sanskrit language may have caused the history of Hindu medicine to be neglected by some medical 
historians, a respected group has concluded that India was indeed the birthplace of medicine and surgery. 
The primitive transmission of ancient Indian medical thoughts to ancient Greece occurred when travelers 
left India through the mountain passes between Baluchistan and Persia, as well as through the passes 
between Punjab and Afghanistan. The name “Punjab” is derived from the conjunction of two Sanskrit 
words: Pancha, five, and Ob, river or water, which together mean “The land of Five Rivers”. If we look at 
Central Asia in an atlas today, we find the Ob River, which originates in the Altai Mountains.  The nomadic 
ancestors of the Aryans of India have long since left the Central Asian terrain, but the Sanskrit word “Ob,” 
meaning “a river,” is still being used there. Similarly, many Sanskrit words have been incorporated into the 
daily vocabulary of the modern Europeans, as the following examples demonstrate: 
SANSKRIT WORDS AND THEIR DERIVATIVES USED IN DAILY EUROPEAN VOCABULARY 
SANSKRIT     EUROPEAN 
Agni (fire)     Agnes (Italian) 
      Ogan (Russian) 
Vidhava (widow)    Vidova (Italian) 
      Ovdova (Russian) 
      Witwe (German) 
Dibas (day)     Dias (Spanish) 
Mangsha (meat)    Mianso (Polish) 
      Miaco (Russian) 
 There are many more such examples. In the modern medical vocabulary, the striking influence of 
Sanskrit cannot be disputed. On the other hand, influences of ancient Greek and Latin cannot be traced 
within the Ayurvedic System of Medicine. To substantiate this observation, here is a comprehensive list of 
Sanskrit words that have distinctly and definitely influenced the medical vocabulary of today. 
SANSKRIT WORDS AND THEIR DERIVATIVES USED IN MODERN MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY. 
SANSKRIT     EUROPEAN 
Ajnana (lack of sense or perception)  Agnosia (Greek) 
Anguli (finger)     Ungual (English) 
      Unguinal (Latin) 
Ankush (elephant goading hook)  Uncus (Latin) 
Antra, Antrik     Enteron, Enteric (Latin, Greek) 
Amba (mother)     Womb (English), Umbilic (Latin) 
Asthi      Osteon (Greek), Ossa (Latin), Os (Latin) 
Ardra (moist)     Hydro (Greek) 
Samudra (sea)Caritra, Caritrika   Character (English) 
      Characteristic (Latin) 
Danta      Odonton (Greek), Dens (Latin) 
      Dental (English) 
Dauravalya, Durvalata    Debility (Latin) 
Dhustura, Dhutura (Lord Siva was  Dattura (Latin) 
Very fond of wearing Dattura flowers as 
 ear tops) 



Gala (throat)     Gola (Italian) 
Hrid      Heart (English) 
Janu (thigh)     Genu (Latin) 
Janma, Jamaj (twins)    Gemini (Latin) 
Jihva (tongue)     Gingiva (Latin) 
Kapha (phlegm)     Cough (English) 
Karna (ear)     Kano (English) 
Karoti (skull)     Kara, Kranion (Greek) Carotid (Greek) 
Kaseruka (vertebra)    Rucken (German) 
Keshar, Kesharin (lion) (Ancient Indian   Kesar (Greek), Caesar (Latin) 
Kings were At one time compared to   Caeserian section, Kaiser, Kaiserschnitt  
lions for their brave deeds.)   (German) 
Kilaka (wedge)     Keilbein (German) 
Kartana      Cut (Welsh) 
Lipsa (desire of obtaining)   Lips (English) 
Mad, Madya, Madakata    Mad, Madness (English) 
(intoxication, drunkenness)    
Madhyama     Median (Latian) 
Manas, Manasa, Manah    Ment (Latin), Mind (English) 
Mrityu (death)     Mori (Latin), Mortis, Mortaility (English) 
Misrana, Misra     Mistura (Latin), Mixture (English) 
Muska (testis)     Musk (English) 
Nakha (nail)     Onych (Greek) 
Nasika (nose)     Naso (Italian), Nasal (English) 
Nabhi       Navel (English) 
Nauree       Nervus (Latin), Nerve (English) 
Okshi (eye)     Occuli (Latin) 
Pada      Pedalis (Latin) 
Pliha      Spleen, Splenic (Latin and Greek) 
Purisa (dirt)     Puris (Latin) 
Puya (pus)     Pus (English) 
Sarkara (sugar) Saccharose (Greek), Sucrose (Latin), Sugar 

(English), Zucker (German) 
Sarpa, Sarpagandha Serpenteria, Serpens, Serpentina (Latin) 
Snayu (nerve) (The ancient Indian Sinew (English) 
Physicians could not differentiate 
Between a nerve and a tendon.) 
Sravana (to hear) Sonar (Latin), Sonorous (English) 
Sulvari Sulphur (Latin) 
Sveda Sweat (English) 
Yauna, Yoni Genital, Genitalis (Latin) 
Yuva, Yuvaka Juvenile (Latin) 
Vaya, Viti Phobia (Greek) 
The lack of fast communication and transmission of messages in ancient times could not hinder the passage 
of thoughts between India and other countries of the world, and time has not been able to blot them out. 
The Sanskrit manuscripts on medicine (in contrast of those about astronomy) do not contain any technical 
terms derived from a foreign source. 
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